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JCM Global Expands Long-term Partnership with Churchill Downs, Inc., 
Installs iVIZION®, GEN5®, ICB® Solutions at new Oak Grove Racing, Gaming & Hotel 

 
LAS VEGAS (November 2, 2020) – JCM Global has expanded its long-term partnership with Churchill Downs 
Incorporated (“CDI”). CDI chose JCM as the exclusive gaming transactions solution provider for its newly opened 
Oak Grove Racing, Gaming & Hotel in Oak Grove, Ky. 
 
Each of Oak Grove Racing, Gaming & Hotel’s 1,325 HRMs (Historical Racing Machines) is equipped with JCM’s 
award-winning iVIZION® bill validator, GEN5® Thermal Printer, and ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system. The powerful 
combination of solutions offers Oak Grove premium security, accountability, and efficiency.  
 
“CDI has a great deal of confidence in the products and solutions that JCM brings to our parimutuel gaming 
entertainment venues,” said Duncan McConnell, Sr. Director Slot Strategy and Performance for CDI. “The 
protections and efficiencies they bring to the guest experience are unmatched, and it is a privilege to expand this 
partnership.” 
 
“We have enjoyed a long-term partnership with Churchill Downs, and we are humbled by their ongoing confidence 
and trust in JCM’s products and support,” JCM SVP of Sales Marketing, & Operations Dave Kubajak said. “The 
greatest compliment a customer can give is expanding their business with you, and we are thrilled to expand our 
partnership with CDI.” 
 
JCM’s iVIZION has a powerful combination of optical sensors and mechanical security that give operators 
unmatched levels of protection against counterfeiters and cheats. Its advanced CIS (Contact Image Sensor) 
technology reads more than 9.5 million data points on each note, capturing more than twice the data of the nearest 
competitor product.   
 
JCM’s GEN5 Thermal Printer gives operators a lightning-fast CPU and print speed, along with the flexibility to print 
TITO and promotional tickets, various wager tickets, and templated promo coupons. 
 
Proven to save casino operators hundreds of thousands of dollars annually, JCM’s ICB drop management system 
brings an innovative combination of management dashboards, mobility, and customizable web reporting, allowing 
users to access essential information securely anytime, anywhere. ICB has been  
 
About JCM Global 
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the 
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and 
more. Since 1955, JCM has built a reputation for service, support, and integrity. The company’s spirit of innovation 
has resulted in pioneering components that have earned multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is 
trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming, kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries and 
continuously optimizes customers’ cash management. Please visit jcmglobal.com for more information. 
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https://am-en.jcmglobal.com/product/%d1%96vizion/
https://am-en.jcmglobal.com/product/gen5/
https://am-en.jcmglobal.com/product/icb/
https://www.jcmglobal.com/
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